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JPY: Three drivers behind the fall
USD/JPY broke above the 112 level as recession fears rise. Concerns
about the longer-term impact of Covid-19 on regional economies and
speculation around large financial outflows from Japan have
contributed to the move. But the JPY fall now looks stretched based on
our short-term model

Source: Shutterstock

USD/JPY has just hit the 112.00 mark, moving towards levels last seen in December 2018. Along
with a generalised strong-dollar environment, the yen has been the target of markets selling
interest in the last few days, triggered by three main drivers.

1 Shifting from short-term to longer-term Covid-19 fears
Firstly, fears around the Covid-19 virus seem to have partly eased. Figure 1 shows the number of
globally confirmed cases and deaths, which seem to have decreased their rate of growth, or if
anything, have not accelerated further.
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Figure 1 - Is Covid-19 spread slowing?

The feeling is that markets are shifting their worries from the short-term (i.e. an escalation of the
outbreak to a fully-fledged pandemic) to the longer-term (i.e. the economic slowdown in China).
This is likely why the two key China proxy-currencies, both AUD and NZD have fallen along with the
yen.

All three countries - Japan, Australia and New Zealand have high exposure to the Chinese
economy, and as markets price out the immediate risks, they are pricing in the impact on these
economies of a slowdown in Chinese activity.

In contrast, the higher beta, commodity exposed CAD and NOK outperformed the three G10 Asian
currencies. Particularly for NOK, such outperformance during risk-off days has not previously been
the case, with the krone being one of the worst-hit in days like these.

2 Japanese economy from bad to worse
The impact of the virus is related to the second driver of JPY underperformance, which is the
quickly deteriorating Japanese economic outlook.

Latest data – as highlighted by our Asian economist – showed a worse than expected -6.3% QoQ
slump in GDP for 4Q19. Covid-19 is likely to weigh heavily on 1Q20 growth numbers, and at this
point, a recession seems all but inevitable. We forecast full-year GDP growth for 2020 at -1.1%.

Accordingly, markets are starting to speculate about the Bank of Japan's actions in terms of
monetary stimulus, which is contributing to an even less attractive rate environment for the yen.
We find it hard to foresee any policy response by the short-handed (in monetary ammunition
terms) BoJ, but for now, the market dovish sentiment seems to be on the rise.

3 Search for a decent yield suggest large outflows
The last key driver of the recent JPY weakness is likely related to the mounting speculation around
Japanese investment funds re-allocating their positions towards foreign securities as we approach
the end of the Japanese financial year (March).

Weekly data on foreign buying of bonds by Japanese investors suggest such a process may have

https://think.ing.com/snaps/japan-heads-towards-recession/
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started, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - Japanese investments abroad rising in February

Source: Bloomberg, ING

With yields in Japan remaining highly unattractive it would not be surprising to see Japanese
funds turning to higher-yielding options, and such a shift would prompt those funds to sell JPY and
buy foreign currencies.

The FX markets are inevitably sensing these dynamics, thus contributing to the yen decline.

… but the JPY fall now looks stretched
The question that comes naturally is whether this move in USD/JPY is sustainable. Our
short-term financial fair value model highlights how the pair has moved into overvalued
territory, breaking above the 1.5 s.d. band (Figure 3).

This suggests the move may be somewhat overdone at this point and possibly makes a
case for some stabilisation.
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Figure 3 - The move looks overdone from a fair-value
perspective

Source: ING
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